
Lean(er) Six Sigma – Green Belt Certification – Public Sector Emphasis 
 

June 4-6, 2019 | 8:30 am - 3:30 pm | Denver Federal Center, CFEB Training Room (Rm 1442), 

Bldg. 25, Denver CO| 

  

Cost: $2200 per person 

  

Online Registration Required | https://colorado.feb.gov/register/?ee=493 

  

Who should attend: everyone interested in advancing their project management skills and 

acquiring their Green Belt in Lean(er) Six Sigma. Participants will complete an individualized 

organization-specific project. 

  

Lean Six Sigma (LSS) is a recognized hybrid process improvement program that clarifies how to 

make any project or activity better, faster and more cost-effective. Our program recognizes that 

documenting definitive results can be challenging when working on government assignments. 

This exclusive LSS program simplifies this process by providing repeatable and template-based 

tools. 

Our unique approach Leaner Six Sigma (LrSS©) prepares you to take the Lean Six Sigma Green 

Belt industry-standard exam and pass on your initial attempt! Our program also provides you 

with an on-line personal mentor to complete your first public sector Lean Six Sigma endeavor. 

This includes identifying a good project and strategy. Increasing critical-thinking and enhancing 

problem-solving skills is valuable to any individual who is interested in demonstrating 

stewardship, growing as a professional or building a team. 

Green Belt Training & Certification 

Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Certification is a three-phased designed to give you an overview 

understanding of Lean Six Sigma in the context of completing projects within an organization. 

Phase One: Instructor led workshop training; Phase Two: Independent Study and Exam; and. 

Phase Three: Individualized Project. 

Certification Requirements- 3 Days (totaling 21 hours) of live instruction, 5 online 

homework assignments, an online exam to lock in the training, your first Lean Six Sigma 

Project. 

  

INSTRUCTORS | Dr. Terra Vanzant Stern 

The facilitator, Dr. Terra Vanzant Stern, is the author of A Leaner Approach to Government and 

Public Utilities and is internationally recognized as a leader in her field. Dr. Stern served as the 

Chair of the ASQ Lean Enterprise Division and is a popular instructor on IT Pro TV. 

CONTACT | Jeff Conn | 303.202.4588 | jeff.conn@gsa.gov 
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